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ON A TWISTED DE RHAM COMPLEX

CLAUDE SABBAH
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Abstract. We show that, given a projective regular function / : I->Cona smooth
quasi-projective variety, the corresponding cohomology groups of the twisted de Rham
complex (Ωx, d—df/\) and of the complex (Ωχ,dfΛ) have the same dimension. We
generalize the result to de Rham complexes with coefficients in a mixed Hodge Module.

Introduction.
0.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C and (Ω%, d) be the complex of

algebraic differential forms. Hodge theory and GAGA theorem of Serre (see also [7]
for an algebraic argument, or [8] for other references) show that the hypercohomology
spaces on X of both complexes (Ω%, d) and (Ω%, 0) have the same dimension (this follows
from the degeneracy at Ex of the spectral sequence Hodge => de Rham).

0.2. Denote by Θ% the sheaf of regular functions on X and by Q)% the sheaf of
differential operators with coefficients in Θx. More generally, let (M, F) be a mixed
Hodge Module on X as defined by M. Saito [18, §4], where F.M is in particular a
good filtration (increasing and exhaustive) of the ^-Module M. The (algebraic) de
Rham complex DR(M) = (Ω% ®&~ M, V) is naturally filtered using F(see [3]): the degree-/
term of FkΌR(M) is Ω%®Fk + ιM, that is also denoted by

FkΌR(M) = [Ωχ®Fk[-- ]M, V ).

The associated graded complex is equal to the complex (Ωf (x)^-grFM, grFV), where
grFV = 0 k [ V ] ί + 1 and [V]£ + 1 is the degree-1 ^-linear morphism induced by V

ί 4 ® g η f M — Ωψ1 ® g r F

+ 1 M .

The degeneracy at Eγ (see [18, (4.1.3)]) now implies that the hypercohomology
spaces on Xoϊthe complexes DR(M) and (ί2~ ®G~ grFM, grF V) have the same dimension.

0.3. Let / : X-> P1 be a morphism of algebraic varieties and let / : X-> A * be its
restriction over the affine line A1. Thus, X is quasi-projective and / is projective.

THEOREM 1. Let (M, F)bea mixed Hodge Module on X. Then the hypercohomology
spaces on X of the complexes (Ωx ®ΘχM, V — df /\) and (Ωx ®ΘχgrFM, grFV — df/\)
have the same (finite) dimension.

0.4. REMARK. If φf denotes the vanishing cycle functor as defined by Deligne
[6] (see also [10]) and DRan the analytic de Rham functor, it is well-known (cf. §1.1)
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that one has

dimHHX, [Ωx ® M, V-dfΛ ))= £ dim H'-^f'^c), φf_cΌRan(M)).
\ \ 0χ ) ) ceC

0.5. One may, after M. Saito [17, (4.1.2)], apply this result to M=ΘX equipped
with its natural filtration. One then has grFM= Θx and grF V = 0. In this way one recovers
the result of M. Kontsevitch and S. Barannikov which motivated this work.

COROLLARY (Kontsevitch and Barannikov). The hypercohomology spaces on X of
the complexes (Ωx, d—df/\) and (Ωx, df Ά) have the same (finite) dimension.

0.6. One also may, after M. Saito [17, (4.2.2)], apply this result to M=ΘX[*D\
if D is a divisor of X. Assume that D is a divisor with normal crossings. One gets (see §3.2)

COROLLARY. The hyper cohomology spaces on X of the complexes (Ωx(logD),
d—dfΛ) and (Ωx (logD), dfΛ) have the same (finite) dimension.

0.7. Let now / : % -• Cbe a holomorphic function on a complex analytic manifold.
Denote by Θx the sheaf of holomorphic functions on ΘC and by 2% the corresponding
sheaf of differential operators. Let (Ji, F) be a well-filtered coherent ί^-module,
DRΆn(Jΐ) = (Ωx ®(9X^ί, V) its (analytic) de Rham complex, which is naturally filtered,
and (Ω%®Q/(.grFJί, grFV) the associated graded complex.

It will be convenient to use sometimes the perverse shift convention

pΌRan(Jί): = DRa n(^)[dim 9C ] = (Ω£ + d i m x ® Ji, V)

and pφf<F : = φfέF[— 1] for a complex J^ with constructible cohomology on 3C.

THEOREM 2. Let (J(, F) be a mixed Hodge Module (according to M. Saito [18,
§2.d]) such that the restriction of f to the support of Ji is a projective morphism in a
neighbourhood of f~ x(0). Then for all ieZ one has

dimtf^CrHO), 0/DRan(^r)) = dim»i(/-1(O), f Ωx

0.8. Letting Ji^G^ in Theorem 2, which is justified by [17, th.5.4.3], one gets

COROLLARY. If f: %' -• C is projective in a neighbourhood of f~ x(0), one has for
allίeZ

Notice that the corollary is well-known if one only assumes that, in a neighbourhood
of /"HO), the function / has only a finite number of critical points; one then knows
[16] that the complex (Ω&, dfΛ) has cohomology in degree d im^ at most and has
support in the set of critical points; so is then the perverse sheaf pφf

pC3C where
p C^: = C r [dim^]; in this case the corollary is consequence of the formula
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where μ(f x°) is the number of vanishing cycles of / at x°.
0.9. Let D be a divisor with normal crossings in % and j : %' = Sί' — D CL_> <3£ the

inclusion. Taking Jt = Gx\*D\ (cf. [18, §2.d]) one gets (see §3.2):

COROLLARY. Under the same assumptions as above one has, for all ieZ,

0.10. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are analogous: in the first case this is an
exercise on filtered Fourier transform and in the second one an exercise on filtered
microlocalization, once the results of [17, 18], which are the difficult ones, are known.
One proves in both cases the freeness of the analogues of the classical Brieskorn lattice,
from which the theorems follow immediately.

In an appendix we give the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 suggested by the referee.
These proofs are simpler than the proofs given below, as they do not use Fourier
transform nor microlocalization.

I thank F. Loeser for letting me know his notes of a talk by M. Kontsevitch and
having raised my attention to this question. I thank the referee for his careful reading
of the manuscript.

1. Proof of Theorem 1. We keep notation of §0.3.
Let (M, F) be a well-filtered coherent ί^-module. Let τ be a new variable. One

puts on M®cC[τ, τ""1] the filtration

so that Gk = τkG0 and

gr^ί M® C[τ, τ~
\ c

The proof of the theorem relies on the

PROPOSITION. Assume that the cohomology of the direct image f+M is holonomic
andregular at infinity, and that f+(M, F)isstrict. Then, for alii eZ, the C[τ~ι~\-module

x ® G0(M[τ, r"1]), τ^V-d/

is free of finite rank.

1.1. Computation of ά\mH\X, (Ωχ®ΘχM, V - J / Λ ) ) . Consider the direct
image f+M. Then the cohomology modules JFιf+M of f+M are regular holonomic
(even at infinity) on the Weyl algebra C[ί]<3 ί), if t denotes the coordinate
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on the affine line (see e.g. [2]). The Fourier transform 3tfιf+M obtained by "doing
τ = dt and dτ = — t" is therefore a holonomic C[τ]<dτ>-module with a regular singularity
at τ = 0 and possibl^an irregular singularity at τ= oo. It has no other singularity, so that
C[τ, τ~*] ®C [ τ ] Jf7f/+M is a free C[τ, τ~ ̂ -module of rank μf. Hence this number μ, is
equal to dimJΓf^M/(τ--l)SF]\M. (One proves this first for C[ί]<3f>-modules of the
form C[t~\(dtyi(P) with PeC[/](3 t) nonzero and regular even at infinity, then, by an
extension argument, for any regular holonomic C[/]<3ί>-module; see for instance [14,
Chap. V].) ^ _

In order to express this dimension, one first computes the Fourier transform f+M
of the complex f+M. Let A1 denote the affine line with coordinate τ, and let p:
XxAι^X and q:XxA1^Aι be the projections. Let M\τ]e~τf be the @χxχi~
module p + M on which the action of Q) is "twisted" by e~τf. One then has

(in order to understand this formula better, it may be useful to consider the direct image
z'+M= M[<9J of M by the inclusion /: X cz^XxA1 defined by the graph of / and to
perform the partial Fourier transform on i+M with respect to the t variable).

Moreover, one knows that 3tf?if+M=3tffif+M (see for instance [14, App. 2]). One
deduces from the freeness statement above that

q: X-»pt still denoting the restriction to τ= 1 of q. In this way one finds that

1 (X, (Ωχ+dimX®M, V-dfΛ
\ \ Ox

On the other hand, it is also known (see [4, cor. 8.3] or [14, Chap. V, prop. 1.5]) that

where the sum is taken at singular points c of Jtf^f+M (at other points c, the
corresponding term is zero), as asserted in remark 0.4.

As the functor pφ preserves perversity (see [4, cor. 1.7]) and commutes with the
proper direct image, and as Rf# commutes with pDRa n in the present situation, one has

μt = Σ dim Hγφt _/ΌR™f+Jί)
c

= X dim H\pφt _ cRf^ p D R a n J )

One actually gets, as asserted in Remark 0.4,
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[Ωx

+dimX®M, V -
\

where all the terms in the sum except a finite number of them are zero.

1.2. Proof of Theorem 1. The essential point is that mixed Hodge Modules satisfy
the assumptions of the proposition in the situation of the theorem, as / is projective
(see [18, th.2.14]), so that we will use it to prove the theorem.

We have seen that

/ /
C[τ, τ~*] ® 3tf?if+M=Hi[ X, ( Ωx

 +dimX <g) M[τ, τ
C[τ] \ V ΘX

is a free C[τ, τ ^-module of rank μv On the other hand, as the C[τ ^-module

H{X9 (Ωx

+dimX®G0(M[τ, τ" 1]), τ^V-df

is free, it is contained (by the natural map) in C[τ, τ " 1 ] ® ^ Jf lf+M. Also, as it has
finite rank and generates this module over C[τ, τ " 1 ] , it is a lattice in it, hence is a free
C[τ~ ^-module of rank μf.

Since the terms of the complex ( ί^ + dim*<g)ΘχG0(M[τ9 τ" 1 ]), τ~ιV-dfA) as well
as the hypercohomology modules are free C[τ~^-modules, one gets, tensorizing by

x+dimX®grFM,grFV-df

D

1.3. Filtered direct image. Let (M, F) be a well-filtered coherent ^-module and
let / : Jf-^Λ1 be a regular function, which is proper on the support of M. If @A\^X

denotes the transfer module associated to /, one puts f+M=RfJβAi^x ®%χM). Let
ωx = Ωx

im x be the sheaf of differential forms of maximum degree, equipped with its
natural structure of right ^-module and denote by t the coordinate on A1. Then

9J as a ̂ -module. The structure of right ^-module on ωx[dt~] is given by

Σ ωjdj) dxt= Σ (ωrdXi-^-ωjλdi
j>o / j > o \ dXi J

and the structure of left / XQ>A\-module is given by

^ ) f Λ ) a n d t β ) (
j>0 / \j>0 / \j>0 / \j>ί

Let ^FM\ = @keZFkM'hk^M[fi, ^ - 1 ] be the Rees module on the new
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variable fi associated to the filtration F. As F is good, this is a coherent graded

^ F ® x -module, FQ)X denoting the filtration by the order of differential operators.

Considering the filtration FQ)Ax^x defined by Fk@Ai^x=®j<kωxdt

j, one defines in the

same way the filtered direct image by the formula

which is an object of D%oh(3lF@Ai) (see for instance [17, §§2.1, 2.3]).

The complex

Ω +dimX
X

with V{ω®P) = dω®P + Σidxi/\ω®dx.P, is a free resolution of the (f'l2Ai,3ix)-

bimodule 2)Aι^x. One verifies that it is strict for the diagonal filtration Gk@x\_d^\ =

dt

j> that is, the complex

(ΩX

 +dimX® ®G[_ .^xidtι v - dtdfΛ

is a resolution of MΈ$)Ax^x.

For (M, F) as above, denote by Gk(M[dty) = Σi+j=kFiMdj. One then has

LEMMA. For ieZ, the following conditions are equivalent:

1. The cohomology module 3tfιf+$FM is a 01FQ)A\-module without ΐi-torsion.

2. For all keZ, the following natural morphism is infective:

^RfJ Ωx

+dimX® Mldt-],V-dtdfΛ ) =
Gx

PROOF. AS / is proper on Supp M, jfιRf^ commutes with direct limit and the

second condition is equivalent to the injectivity of the natural map associated to

localization with respect to /z:

jr7+ mFM —> j r 7 + @FM ® c[«, n ~'

V
The right-hand term is precisely the localized module (Jf ιf+&FM)®C[h]C[ti, /Γ 1 ] , as

C[/j, ^ - 1 ] is flat on Cpϊ], and the injectivity of this map is then equivalent to the

/z-torsionlessness of ^f+^pM. •
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Generally speaking, the modules Jtf^f+M come equipped with a natural filtration

denoted by F^f+M: it is defined as the image of the map introduced in the statement

2 of the lemma. One then has

So the filtration Fjflf+M is good.

When the conditions of the lemma are satisfied for all ieZ, one says that /+(M, F)

is strict. It is equivalent to saying that one has for all /

+ M = J

1.4. Proof of the proposition. We will identify ^ i - m o d u l e s and

modules via the global sections functor Γ(A\ •)• Let FC[_t~\idty and /ΓC[ί]<3 t, d'1)

be the nitrations by the degree in δt. Then ^ F C [ r ] < 3 ί 5 3,"1) is flat on ̂ F C [ ί ] < 3 f > as

a graded module (the proof is analogous to that of the lemma in §2.1 below).

If the cohomology of f+&FM has no ̂ -torsion (i.e. if /+(M, F) is strict), then so

is that of

because of flatness. Let us compute this complex: because of flatness and using the

projection formula, one has

As in lemma of §1.3, owing to Gk{M[dt, d~^) = d^G0{M\_dt, a,"1]), the absence of

^-torsion is equivalent to the injectivity, for all /eZ, of the map

+dimX
H\ X, I Ωχ

The right-hand side, which can be identified with C[d,, 3 ί"
1]®C [ δ t ]J

(f ί/+M, is

C[3ί? δf~
1]-free of rank //j if ^f+M is holonomic and regular at infinity.

On the other hand, the image of the map above can be obtained from the good

filtration F^f+M: it is equal to YdjsZd~iaiFi+j_άimX3«fif+M\ where α: ^f+M^
i 1 ' ] denotes the localization map. This image is then a free C\_d~^-module
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of rank μ, which generates C[dt, d^1~\®C{dt]3tf?if+M over C[dt, dt~
ι~\ (see for instance

[15, prop. 2.1]): by an extension argument, it is enough to prove this for any well-filtered
holonomic C[ί]<δf>-module (N, N.) with Nj = 0 foτj<0 and Nj = dJN0 fory>0, such
that TV is regular at infinity; for the same reason, it is enough to consider N= C[/]<δj>/(P)
with P = Σd

i = odlai(ή, a^C[t~\, adφ0 and deg^<degΛd for i<d, with the filtration
induced by the degree in dt; in this case the result is easy.

As the map is injective, its source verifies the same properties. Finally, one
has

{ (^+dimX®G^ .(M\βt9 5Γ1]), V

D

2. Proof of Theorem 2. The results of §1.3 can be straightforwardly adapted to
the holomorphic case.

2.1. Microlocalization. Let i c be the restriction to C= C x 1 c T*C of the sheaf
of formal microdifferential operators: a section of Sc on ί/cC is a formal series
Σn<« an(t)dt where the an are holomorphic functions on U. This sheaf is filtered by

Fkic: - ic{k) = icΦ)δt = d?ic(0),

where ic(0) is made of formal series Σn^o^)8^ O n e h a s <$cΦ)/<$c(-l) = ®c and
grFic = Θc[τ, f" 1] if τ denotes the class of dt in Sc(l)/£c{0). Let @Fic=@kic{k)nk be
the Rees ring associated to this filtration.

LEMMA. The ring 0lF$c is flat on 0ίFQ)c as a graded module.

PROOF. The question is local. Denote Q) and S the germs at c e C o f § c and
ic. Let L and L be free ^-modules equipped with filtrations of the kind
(L, F)=®k(@, F[nk~\\ (L\ F)=®Ϊ(2I, F[Λ/]). Let φ: (L\ F)->(L, F) be a strict mor-
phism, i.e. such that lmφc\F.L = φ(F.L'). It is a matter of verifying that \®φ:
S®Q,(L\ F)^>i®@(L, F) is still strict: indeed, if this assertion is proved, consider an
ideal MFI of 01FQ), where (/, F) is a well-filtered coherent ideal of <2)\ there exists a
presentation of the kind

and one wants to show that the sequence obtained after ^Fi®^FΘ remains exact; it
is thus a matter of seeing that the sequence (β ®ΘL\ F)-+(S ®@L,F)-> (δ, F) is exact
and strict; exactness follows from flatness of $ over Q) (see for instance [1, 20]) and
strictness is then the assertion mentioned above, that we now show.
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In the bases of L and ΊJ that we have considered, the morphism φ is expressed as
right multiplication by a matrix A(t,dt) with elements in <&. Let a'= Σi<i aKήδje
Fp{£®L') = ® ii(p'-n[) and assume that 1 ® φ{a')eFp{£ ®L) = @k£{p-n^. We want
to find a" e Fp(£ ® L') such that 1 ® φ{a") = 1 ® φ(α')•

We may choose i1 <ί0 so that if one sets a' = b' + c' with b' = Y^i<i a[{t)dl

t, one has
V e Fp(S ® L) and 1 ® φ{b') e Fp(£ ®L).

Let meN be such that d™c'eLf. Then φ(d™c')eLnFp + m(£®L) = Fp + mL.
As φ is strict, there exists c"eFp + mL such that φ(c") = φ(d™cr). We may then take

Let (Jt, F) and / : 9C -• C be as in §1.3. One may microlocalize the filtered direct
image f+0lFJί by putting

(/+ $1FJI T = @FSC ® f+ MFJί .

The projection formula and the lemma above show that

As / " 1 ^ F ^ C ® / - 1 ^ F ^ C ^ G ( ^ [ 5 J ) has no /z-torsion (see the flatness lemma above),
there exists a unique filtration G.(f~1Sc®f-ι<$cJί\_dt~]) such that

This filtration is defined by the formula

t ])= Σ i
/ i+j = k

which shows that for all k e Z one has

On the other hand, the flatness lemma above shows that the exact sequence

0 —> ΆG(Jί{dt-\) -L aG{J([dt-\) —• grG(^[3J) —> 0

remains exact after tensorizing by f~ι$F$c, so that one has
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where the grading of the right-hand side is the diagonal grading. One deduces in

particular that for all keZ one has

One finally gets

and

r + d ® g r F - C g r F V - d / Λ .
β:r J

2.2. Microlocal degeneracy at E1. In order to simplify the notation, we will set

in the following θ = dt~
1.

LEMMA. For all ieZ the following conditions are equivalent:

1.

has no θ-torsion.

2. The following natural morphίsm is injective:

3. #eXf+MFJt)μ has no %-torsion.

Moreover^ these conditions are satisfied for all i if f+{Jί, F) is strict.

PROOF. One has for all k e Z

Denote by Go the complex which appears at point 1. The map of point 2 may thus be

identified with

cm
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The equivalence of the statements 1 and 2 is then clear.
The equivalence of the statements 2 and 3 can be shown as in the lemma of §1.3.

Finally, if f+(Ji, F) is strict, ^f{f^0lFJi has no ^-torsion by definition (for all
ieZ), and from the flatness lemma one deduces that neither has J^\f+^FJi)μ, hence
the statement 3 is verified. •

2.3. The holonomic case. If ^f+Ji is holonomic (for instance if Jt is
holonomic), the microlocal module ^\f+Jί)μ has punctual support in C. We will
assume in the following that this module has support {t = 0}. As f+(βFJί)μ has coherent
cohomology over @lFic, the image of the morphism of the statement 2 of the lemma
is dc(0)-coherent, hence is free over C\β\ and of rank μI = dimC[θl[θ-i]Jf?I(/+^#)μ,
according to the preparation theorem (see for instance [12, §3]). It follows then that,
for a holonomic Jί, the conditions of the lemma are equivalent to

1 bis.

is free over C[θ\ of rank μt.
One concludes

LEMMA. If ' f+di has holonomic cohomology and f+(Jt> F) is strict, one has

dim H'ίf- \0\ (Ωi + dimar® gvFJί, grF V-df

PROOF. Indeed, as the cohomology of the complex Rf*G0 is C[θ]-free and that
the terms of the complex Go have no 0-torsion, one has

Jtrty+iGo/ΘGo) = Goje\f+ Jfr/ΘG0Jίri{f+ Jίf .

As we have seen above, the left-hand side can be identified to the left-hand side of the
lemma, and the right-hand side has dimension μ,. It remains to identify μi with the
right-hand side of the lemma. Recall that, according to the index theorem of Kashiwara
(see [9], see also [14, Chap. IV, cor. 4.2]), one has μί = dim l >0 f

l 'DR a n(^ ί/+^r). One
may now conclude as in §1.1. •

2.4. End of the proof. Theorem 2 is now a consequence of the fact that mixed
Hodge Modules satisfy the properties of the lemma above if / is projective on Supp M
(see [18, th.2.14]). •

3. Some remarks.

3.1. Interpretation of the graded complex. Let / : ΘC ^C be as in §0.7. Let
σ: 3C c^ T*% be the section defined by the 1-form df Let £V[Γ5Γ|=gr F ^ be the
sheaf of holomorphic functions on T*9£ which are polynomials in the fibres of
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π: T*9C-*9C. Let ω^ = ΩpmΆ". Consider the ^ [ 7 ^ ] - m o d u l e σ*ωx\ it coincides with

ωx as a 0^-module, when one considers Θ% as a subring of (9X\_T3Γ\ via π*.

The Spencer resolution (Ω% + d{m3C ®(9i3o3C, V) of c% as a right ^ - m o d u l e , with, in

local coordinates, V(ω®P) = Σi(dxiΛω) ® dx.P, is strictly filtered, when one

equips Ωι/dimar ®Θi3aJC with the shifted filtration

Fk

After gradation one deduces a resolution of ω% by locally free grF^^-modules:

^+dim <r 0 g r F ^ , grF V

In an analogous way one has

LEMMA. The complex {Ω% + άϊm9C ®&rgrF@^ grFV-ί//Λ) is a grF@^-locally free

resolution ofσ^ω^.

PROOF. In local coordinates (xί, . . . , xn) on 9£, this complex can be identified with

the Koszul complex associated to the regular sequence (ξ1—df/dx1, . . . , ξn — df/dxn) of

Θ&lξu . . , ξ j , hence the exactness.

On the other hand, σ^ω^ is equal to the ^^-module c% on which ξt acts as the

product by df/dxf, this allows one to conclude. Π

Let (Jί, F) be a well-filtered coherent ^^-module. One deduces from the previous

lemma that

in Dcθh(Θ%). The cohomology sheaves of this complex have thus support in the inverse

image by σ of the characteristic variety Char Jt = Supp grFJt, in other words, in the

intersection of Char Jt with the image of the section df

If Jt is holonomic, the variety Char Jt is Lagrangian. It is then well-known that,

locally on $Γ, σ~^(Char Jt) is contained in at most one fibre / = constant.

In particular, if / : ΘC —> C is proper, there exists a neighbourhood of / ~ 1(0) such

that the complex (Ω% + dimar ®&rgτFJt, grFV — df r\) has 0 r-coherent cohomology with

support contained in / " ^ O ) .

If moreover Jt is regular holonomic, one knows (see for instance [4, p. 16]) that

in a neighbourhood of any point x°eσ~ 1(Char^#), the set a - 1 ( C h a r ^ # ) contains the

support of the vanishing cycle complex pφf^f{χO)

pΌ^anJt.

3.2. Logarithmic complex. Let D be a divisor with normal crossings in a complex

analytic manifold 3C. Equip the sheaf (9sr\_*D~] of meromorphic functions on ΘC with
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poles along D with the increasing filtration F. by the pole order (cf. [5, p. 80]). Put
(ΰgε{*D']\τ\ = Θx{*D'\®cC\τ\ and set

GkΘχl*D ][τ-]= Σ FtΘxfrD^.
i + j = k

One has grG6)

r[*Z)][τ]=grF6)^[*Z)] ®cC[τ~] equipped with the diagonal gradation.
One gets a filtration G\(Ω^[*Z)][τ], d—τdf/\) as in §0.2, using the fact that the
differential d—τdf/\ has degree 1 with respect to G,. The logarithmic sub-complex

], d-τdfΛ) inherits thus a filtration G..

LEMMA. The inclusion of filtered complexes

G.(Ω£(logZ>)[τ], d-τdf/\)cL+ G.(β£[*Z)][τ], d-τdjΛ)

is a filtered quasi-isomorphίsm.

PROOF. It is a matter of verifying that the induced morphism on the graded
complexes is a quasi-isomorphism. One has

Consider then the filtration induced by F. on the complexes grG. One shows that the
G-graded morphism induces a F-filtered quasi-isomorphism: take thus the F-graded
object and consider the graded morphism.

One has

grF grG(ί^(logZ))[τ], d-τdfΛ) = (β£ (logZ))[τ], 0)

and, identifying grFgrG6^[*Z)][τ] with grFtfV[*/)][τ], one has

grFgrG(Ωί[*/)][τ], d-τdf N) =

where grFd is seen as a graded operator of degree 1 with respect to F. The quasi-
isomorphism between both complexes now follows from [5, II 3.13]. •

PROOF OF COROLLARIES 0.6 AND 0.9. Forget the filtration G. in the previous lemma.
As the terms of the complexes are free over C[τ], one deduces from this lemma, after
tensorizing with C[τ]/(τ— 1), a quasi-isomorphism

(βί(logZ>), d-dfΛ) ^ (ΩH*D], d-dfΛ).

Consider now the quasi-isomorphism at the level of graded complexes given by
the lemma. Then, "putting τ = 1" as above, one gets in the same way a quasi-isomorphism

i ® grF^[*Z>], grFd-dfA

and the Corollary 0.9 can be straightforwardly deduced from Theorem 2. •
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The proof of Corollary 0.6 is identical, taking 3£ = XΆn and exchanging above Θ%

with ^ a n [ * i ) J with DO0=X-X. •

3.3. The Kahler case. It follows from [19] that Theorems 1 and 2 remain true

if one only assumes that / is proper and Kahler on SuppM or Supp^#, im-

posing nevertheless that M o r J has quasi-unipotent monodromy along any germ of

holomorphic function g: Xan -* C or g: 9C -> C, which is the case for mixed Hodge

Modules with geometric origin, according to the monodromy theorem.

3.4. Some questions. (1) Let Crit(/, ̂ #) = σ" 1(Char t^) be the critical set of /

with respect to Jt, where σ denotes as above the section of T*9C defined by df Instead

of assuming that / is projective on SwppJί, assume only that /"1(0)nCrit(/, Ji) is

projective. Does Theorem 2 remain valid under this assumption?

(2) Is it possible to give a purely algebraic proof, as in [7], of Corollaries 0.5 and

0.6?

Appendix. We give here direct proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 suggested by the

referee.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let i: 9C CL+ 9C x C denote the inclusion defined by the

graph of/. Identify i+Jt with Jt\β^\. It is equipped with the good filtration

Fι{Jί\_dt-\)= Σ FjJίd},
j + k = l,k>0

and grf(^#[5J) is identified with ©7 < zgrf^. The relative de Rham complex

ΌRSCxC/c(i+Jί) = (Ωi ® Λr[SJ, V-dt dfΛ

is filtered by

FpΌ^xCIC{i+Jί) = [Ωί ® Fp+.Jίlθtl V-3, dfΛ

so that

F (( \ - df Λ\
j<p+

The right-hand term is also the/?-th term of a filtration G.(Ω^ ®ΘrgτFJί, grFV —dfΛ).

The graded complex Gp/Gp^1 is the complex

F \ F

£ ® gr;+ . Jt, grF V = gvFΌRJί .
Θ., J

If p is large enough, this complex is acyclic in a neighbourhood of the compact fiber

/ " ^ O J n S u p p ^ (see e.g. [11, 13]). We conclude, taking inductive limits, that, for/?

large enough and any /,
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f/^CO), (θi ® gτFJί, grFV-dfΛ Y) = dim # ' ( # x {0}, grjDR* xC/c(i +

Let now F .3fexf+dί be the good filtration defined as

imageR%(FpΌR^xC/c(i+^)) — R%(ΌR^xC/c(i+Jί)).

The strictness of the Hodge filtration on direct images (see [18, th.2.14]) implies that

f(ar x {0}, gr;

for any p. Now, it follows from the local index theorem of Kashiwara (see e.g. [14, p.

67]) that, for p large enough,

dim gr£?f'/+ Jί = dim pφtΌR(jPif+ Jί),

where φt denotes the vanishing cycle functor relative to Id: C^C and pφ = φ[— 1].

We conclude by using the same argument than at the end of §1.1. •

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. By Theorem 2 and Remark 0.4, it is enough to prove that

the natural map

Ωx ® gτFJ(, grFV-dfΛ Π—>#''( JT"1,1 Ωx ® gvf*Ji\ gvFW-df

is an isomorphism for all /. The cohomology of the complex (Ωx ®ΘχgτFJί, grFV —

df Λ )an is supported by a finite number of fibers / ~1 (c) (see §3.1) and, by faithful flatness

of Θχan over Θx, the same holds for the complex (Ωx ®ΘχgτFJί, grFS7 — dfΛ). These

complexes can be viewed as having Θχan- or 0^-coherent cohomology (cf. §0.3 for the

definition of X), and GAGA implies that

Hk\ X, J^j[ Ωx ® gτFJi, gτFV-dfΛ —> Hk[ Xan, J^j[ Ωx ® gτFJt, grF V-df A
\ \ Ox JJ \ \ Ox

is an isomorphism. The analytization morphism is compatible with the natural

spectral sequences with is^-term described above. As Ejk is finite dimensional, the

spectral sequence degenerates at a finite rank and consequently (*) is an isomorphism

too. •
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